
Report on Transition Process One Year Later 
 

What we planned… 
At our August, 2014 congregational meeting we said that in the 18-24 months of our process we would: 

1. Attend to the past 
• history and story:  (re)tell the congregation’s narrative of the past 
• healing and holding:  tend hurts and embrace gifts in that narrative 
• memory and discernment:   recognize God’s presence and activity 

2. Engage with the present 
• identity and mission:  name who we are now and what we’re about 
• gifts and needs:  identify our resources and needs within the community 
• culture and organization:  assess our practices, programs, and structure 

3. Prepare for the future 
• vision and priorities:  establish direction and goals for the congregation 
• accountability and association:  strengthen connections with the larger church  
• search and call:  form a search committee for the next called pastor(s)  

 
What we’ve done… 
 From August to November Steve had 180 hours of interviews with150 members from 78 households. 
 September – November we retold FMC’s story of mission, worship and community. 
 Based on findings from interviews and other research, Steve wrote a report. 
 In December we restructured authority/power in our pastoral team. 
 In January the congregational report was presented to FMC for discussion. 
 During February small groups discussed the report and responded with feedback. 
 In February and March we addressed “Coming to Terms with History” for healing and learning. 
 In March groups identified priority tasks to focus on during and after the transition. 
 In April the congregation voted on the tasks to be done during the transition period. 
 In May task groups were formed address the tasks assigned by the congregation: (1) Mission and 

Vision; (2) Leadership and Structure; (3) Children, Youth and Young Adults; (4) Ministry Needs and 
Roles.  Faith in Action also addressed mission priorities. 

 June through July task groups conducted initial work on their assignments. 
 
What’s to do…  

 August through early October task groups engage the congregation for feedback on proposals. 
 In October Pastor-Elder Team and Church Council discuss recommendations from task groups. 
 Proposals from task groups discussed at November 15 congregational meeting. 
 Proposals acted on at December 6 congregational meeting. 
 In December a search committee is formed for the next called pastor(s). 
 In January we begin the search process, during which we recover from a year of good but hard work. 
 When found, the congregation votes on recommended pastoral candidate(s). 
 Hopefully, after the pastoral team is in place, the congregation moves ahead with new freedom, 

leadership and direction to serve its mission and growth in the next stage of its journey with God. 
 
Some observations… 
 While this is an opportune time for new things to emerge, there is anxiety with what’s happening. 
 People have varying capacities to deal with change; some engage it, some resist it, some check out. 
 There is tension in our process between (1) wanting to get this work done so we can move on and (2) 

needing to do the work well so we get ownership in the outcomes; this calls grace and patience. 
 If we stand above this transitional work, what do we notice?  How are each of us participating in the 

process?  How are we paying attention to God’s presence and allowing God’s Spirit to guide us? 
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